CZECH OPEN 2007

18th International Festival of Chess, Bridge and Games 
European Amateurs Championship in Chess
12. 7. – 29. 7. 2006
Pardubice, Czech Republic


XVIII. International Festival of Chess, Bridge and Games Czech Open 2007 has started on Thursday 12th July. This festival obtained status of Open European Chess Championship of Amateurs, European Chess Solving Championship and World School Chess Teams Championship.

We bring you results of these tournaments. Open European Chamionship will end on Satruday, July 28. We will bring results from this tournament and the rest of all torunaments at the Czech Open in our final press release. 


European Chess Solving Championship:
There were some great results. Bojan Vuckovic from Serbia has got 87 points from 90 possible and became European Champion among 84 players.

Individuals:			points	time
1. Bojan Vuckovic	SRB	87	352
2. Andrey Selivanov	RUS	84	347
3. Piotr Murdzia	POL	84	353

Teams:
1. Serbia			241,8	1055
2. Russia			229	1047
3. Poland			211	1073


World School Chess Teams Championship:
Children really enjoyed the championship. It was a very new experience for lot of them. Children from Quatar were amazed by the nature in Czech, because there are no trees or river back in Quatar. "And also, which was funny, the have seen the trains at the train station for the first time. They liked it here a lot. We don´t have great results, but we came here because we wanted to play against the best. Our children play chess just for one or two years, but it was good experience to bring them here and allow them to play against other countries. Now they will have opportunity for improvement," said Quatar coach IM Alexei Khamatgaleev, who is originally from Russia, but is now coaching kids in Quatar as a full time worker.

Results:
Under 16:
1.  3. Kavalir High School		GRE	31 b.
2.  Grammar school Budanka		CZE	29,5 b.
3.  PZS Cesky Tesin			CZE	29 b.

Under 14:
1.  Salaskoli 				ISL	17 b.
2.  Gene Louw Primary		JAR	16 b.
3.  Uitkyk Primary			JAR	13,5 b.

Under 12:
1.  Tatarstan 				RUS	32,5 b.
2.  SC Voschod			RUS	31 b.
3.  NBU Mihail Lakatnik		BUL	28,5 b.

Under 10:
1. 31 Janeiro				POR	10 b.
2. Katar 4				QAT	2 b.


We also bring you the interviews with GM David Navara, the best chess player of the Czech republic, who has won the Fischer chess tournament, and Shakhriyar Mamedyarov, world´s number six player and winner of the superblitz tournament and the main active chess tournament.


Interview with David Navara:

How do you evaluate your performance at the Czech Open?
I am satisfied with Fischer chess torunament. I had started very well the active chess tournament, but I failed during the second day of play. I played really poorly and my final result could have been even worst. I would be satisfied with the gain of seven points. Instead the quality of my games was behind my expectation.

Which in Fischer chess tournament was the most difficult for you?
Probably the last one against grandmaster Vorobiov. I could have tied this game to have an assurance of the first place, but instead I rejected the deal for draw in the second turn. My opponent became more active than I was and I have made a bad mistake. It was very hard to neutralize his offense. Finally I was glad to win this game after I was in a time pressure.

Is the title of the Czech chamion in Fischer chess valuable in comparission with other accomplishments you have achieved in your career?
I have reached 6.5 points from 7 totally, so it is a valuable result. But on the other hand there weren´t  much players from the very top in the tournament. That´s pitty Fischer chess isn´t very popular here in Czech.

Your final result in the active chess tournament was 14th place which is not very good result. What is the reason?
There are several reasons. First of all, participants of the tournament were very strong players. The other reason is I didn´t take my medicaments the day before so I couldn´t sleep very well. But this is not an excuse, it is my fault only.

What is your next program?
I need to pass some exams in my school. It is crucial because if I won´t make it, I am not able to continue in the school. I will play in Mainz, Germany. I am also planning to play against grandmaster Short. In September I will play a bigger tournament in Karlovy Vary.


Interview with Shakhriyar Mamedyarov:

How did you like Czech Open?
I have heard about it a lot. Two years ago I should have come, but I had antoher tournament, so I had to cancel mi visit here. That was a pitty I was unable to come, so this year I decided to come here and spend my holidays here. I am glad I was able to be here, because in my opinion Czech Open is the greatest chess festival at all. I can say now I was part of it. 

Was there something that surprise you here?
I like soccer so let me use a soccer parable. Pardubice is a little Brasil. People know about chess a lot here, they are talking about the festival at the streets all the time. It is definately the chess city.  And I really enjoyed the atmosphere here. I was able to meet a lot of new people and also to talk with my old friends. It was a great time.

You have played superblitz with other festival participants through the night. How was it?
I love chess and I don´t care when or against whome am I playing. If I don´t have other stuff to do, I don´t care about the level of my competitors. I played with 30 seconds against 5 minutes and later on even 15 seconds against 5 minutes. It was a lot of fun. I am able to make eight, nine draws in a second. Every possibility is in my head. I am playing like this for more than seven years, just for fun.

Aren´t you bored when playing a long game?
It is different kind of game. I am a professional. If I need to thing long, I am thinking long. If I need to play fast, I am playing fast. A good player has to recognize when to think and when to play fast. That´s the mastership you have to handle to be a great player.

Is chess very popular sport in Azerbaijan?
It is. President or ministers supports chess. We have very strong man´s team with a promising future. At the next chess olympics we will be favorites. 

Your two sisters are playing chess too. Are you a chess family?
Yes, we are. We all are grandmasters. My father wanted us to play chess. He was a weight lifting champion and he wanted us to use our heads instead of hands. He is very strict. We have to do everything on hundred percent. Although he has the third efficiency standard, he is still my only coach. 

Do you train togehter with your sisters?
Only when I was a child. It is no longer possible, because there is a big level gap between us. For me, the best way of training is reading books. When I see a book, I have to have it. It is funny watching other players having large teams of managers, doctors, physios and psychologists. Maybe it is the only way how to be the best player, but I want to walk my own way. I will walk alone.

What is your goal? To be the best?
It is the one and only goal. I am convinced I can reach it. I will do everything to make it happened. At the beginning of this year I was number four in the world. If I see there is no way how to grow up, I would finish imediately. But I believe if you do your best, you will reach your goal. 

How many hours a day do you train chess?
It is not about hours. I practise only if I want to. If I don´t I simply don´t. It is better than sitting in front of table, watching your watches and wish it is end of the training. It is worthless. But when I am in a chess mood, I can play for a whole day - ten, twelve hours.

In your opinion, who is the best chess player of the world?
It is hard to say. Anand, Kramink and Topalov, they all are great players. Each of them deserves to become world champion or number one in FIDE rating.


For more information write to jan.kalensky@tiscali.cz. 
For complete results of all the games visit our web site: www.czechopen.net .
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